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Abstract

We have seen great progress in basic perceptual tasks

such as object recognition and detection. However, AI mod-

els still fail to match humans in high-level vision tasks due

to the lack of capacities for deeper reasoning. Recently the

new task of visual question answering (QA) has been pro-

posed to evaluate a model’s capacity for deep image under-

standing. Previous works have established a loose, global

association between QA sentences and images. However,

many questions and answers, in practice, relate to local

regions in the images. We establish a semantic link be-

tween textual descriptions and image regions by object-level

grounding. It enables a new type of QA with visual answers,

in addition to textual answers used in previous work. We

study the visual QA tasks in a grounded setting with a large

collection of 7W multiple-choice QA pairs. Furthermore,

we evaluate human performance and several baseline mod-

els on the QA tasks. Finally, we propose a novel LSTM

model with spatial attention to tackle the 7W QA tasks.

1. Introduction

The recent development of deep learning technologies

has achieved successes in many perceptual visual tasks such

as object recognition, image classification and pose estima-

tion [15, 21, 25, 38, 39, 42, 43]. Yet the status quo of

computer vision is still far from matching human capabil-

ities, especially when it comes to understanding an image

in all its details. Recently, visual question answering (QA)

has been proposed as a proxy task for evaluating a vision

system’s capacity for deeper image understanding. Several

QA datasets [1, 7, 27, 36, 49] have been released since last

year. They contributed valuable data for training visual QA

systems and introduced various tasks, from picking correct

multiple-choice answers [1] to filling in blanks [49].

Pioneer work in image captioning [4, 5, 13, 45, 47],

sentence-based image retrieval [14, 40] and visual QA [1, 7,

36] shows promising results. These works aimed at estab-

lishing a global association between sentences and images.

However, as Flickr30K [34, 48] and Visual Madlibs [49]

Which paw is lifted?

What is 
the dog 
doing?

Why is there 
foam?

What is the dog 
standing on?

Where 
does this 
scene take 
place?
A) In the sea. ✔
B) In the desert.
C) In the forest.
D) On a lawn.

A) Surfing. ✔
B) Sleeping.
C) Running.
D) Eating.

A) Because of a wave. ✔
B) Because of a boat.
C) Because of a fire.
D) Because of a leak.

A) On a surfboard. ✔
B) On a table.
C) On a garage.
D) On a ball.

Figure 1: Deep image understanding relies on detailed knowl-

edge about different image parts. We employ diverse questions to

acquire detailed information on images, ground objects mentioned

in text with their visual appearances, and provide a multiple-choice

setting for evaluating a visual question answering task with both

textual and visual answers.

suggest, a tighter semantic link between textual descrip-

tions and corresponding visual regions is a key ingredient

for better models. As Fig. 1 shows, the localization of ob-

jects can be a critical step to understand images better and

solve image-related questions. Providing these image-text

correspondences is called grounding. Inspired by Geman

et al.’s prototype of a visual Turing test based on image

regions [8] and the comprehensive data collection of QA

pairs on COCO images [25] such as VQA [1] and Baidu [7],

we fuse visual QA and grounding in order to create a new

QA dataset with dense annotations and a more flexible

evaluation environment. Object-level grounding provides

a stronger link between QA pairs and images than global

image-level associations. Furthermore, it allows us to re-

solve coreference ambiguity [19, 35] and to understand ob-

ject distributions in QA, and enables visually grounded an-

swers that consist of object bounding boxes.

Motivated by the goal of developing a model for vi-

sual QA based on grounded regions, our paper introduces

a dataset that extends previous approaches [1, 7, 36] and

proposes an attention-based model to perform this task. We

collected 327,939 QA pairs on 47,300 COCO images [25],

together with 1,311,756 human-generated multiple-choices

and 561,459 object groundings from 36,579 categories. Our

data collection was inspired by the age-old idea of the W
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questions in journalism to describe a complete story [22].

The 7W questions roughly correspond to an array of stan-

dard vision tasks: what [9, 15, 39], where [24, 50],

when [30, 32], who [35, 42], why [33], how [23, 31] and

which [16, 17]. The Visual7W dataset features richer ques-

tions and longer answers than VQA [1]. In addition, we

provide complete grounding annotations that link the object

mentions in the QA sentences to their bounding boxes in the

images and therefore introduce a new QA type with image

regions as the visually grounded answers. We refer to ques-

tions with textual answers as telling questions (what, where,

when, who, why and how) and to such with visual answers

as pointing questions (which). We provide a detailed com-

parison and data analysis in Sec. 4.

A salient property of our dataset is the notable gap

between human performance (96.6%) and state-of-the-art

LSTM models [28] (52.1%) on the visual QA tasks. We add

a new spatial attention mechanism to an LSTM architecture

for tackling the visually grounded QA tasks with both tex-

tual and visual answers (see Sec. 5). The model aims to

capture the intuition that answers to image-related questions

usually correspond with specific image regions. It learns to

attend to the pertinent regions as it reads the question tokens

in a sequence. We achieve state-of-the-art performance with

55.6%, and find correlations between the model’s attention

heat maps and the object groundings (see Sec. 6). Due to

the large performance gap between human and machine, we

envision our dataset and visually grounded QA tasks to con-

tribute to a long-term joint effort from several communities

such as vision, natural language processing and knowledge

to close the gap together.

The Visual7W dataset constitutes a part of the Visual

Genome project [20]. Visual Genome contains 1.7 million

QA pairs of the 7W question types, which offers the largest

visual QA collection to date for training models. The QA

pairs in Visual7W are a subset of the 1.7 million QA pairs

from Visual Genome. Moreover, Visual7W includes extra

annotations such as object groundings, multiple choices and

human experiments, making it a clean and complete bench-

mark for evaluation and analysis.

2. Related Work

Vision + Language. There have been years of effort in con-

necting the visual and textual information for joint learn-

ing [2, 19, 33, 35, 40, 52]. Image and video captioning has

become a popular task in the past year [4, 5, 13, 37, 45, 47].

The goal is to generate text snippets to describe the images

and regions instead of just predicting a few labels. Visual

question answering is a natural extension to the captioning

tasks, but is more interactive and has a stronger connection

to real-world applications [3].

Text-based question answering. Question answering in

NLP has been a well-established problem. Successful ap-

plications can be seen in voice assistants in mobile de-

vices, search engines and game shows (e.g., IBM Waston).

Traditional question answering system relies on an elabo-

rate pipeline of models involving natural language parsing,

knowledge base querying, and answer generation [6]. Re-

cent neural network models attempt to learn end-to-end di-

rectly from questions and answers [12, 46].

Visual question answering. Geman et al. [8] proposed a

restricted visual Turing test to evaluate visual understand-

ing. The DAQUAR dataset is the first toy-sized QA bench-

mark built upon indoor scene RGB-D images. Most of the

other datasets [1, 7, 36, 49] collected QA pairs on Microsoft

COCO images [25], either generated automatically by NLP

tools [36] or written by human workers [1, 7, 49]. Follow-

ing these datasets, an array of models has been proposed

to tackle the visual QA tasks. The proposed models range

from probabilistic inference [27, 44, 51] and recurrent neu-

ral networks [1, 7, 28, 36] to convolutional networks [26].

Previous visual QA datasets evaluate textual answers on im-

ages while omitting the links between the object mentions

and their visual appearances. Inspired by Geman et al. [8],

we establish the link by grounding objects in the images and

perform experiments in the grounded QA setting.

3. Creating the Visual7W Dataset

We elaborate on the details of the data collection we

conducted upon 47,300 images from COCO [25] (a sub-

set of images from Visual Genome [20]). We leverage the

six W questions (what, where, when, who, why, and how)

to systematically examine a model’s capability for visual

understanding, and append a 7th which question category.

This extends existing visual QA setups [1, 7, 36] to ac-

commodate visual answers. We standardize the visual QA

tasks with multi-modal answers in a multiple-choice format.

Each question comes with four answer candidates, with one

being the correct answer. In addition, we ground all the

objects mentioned in the QA pairs to their corresponding

bounding boxes in the images. The object-level groundings

enable examining the object distributions and resolve the

coreference ambiguity [19, 35].

3.1. Collecting the 7W Questions

The data collection tasks are conducted on Amazon Me-

chanical Turk (AMT), an online crowdsourcing platform.

The online workers are asked to write pairs of question and

answer based on image content. We instruct the workers to

be concise and unambiguous to avoid wordy or speculative

questions. To obtain a clean set of high-quality QA pairs,

we ask three AMT workers to label each pair as good or bad

independently. The workers judge each pair by whether an

average person is able to tell the answer when seeing the
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Q: Which man is wearing the 
     red tie?

Q:  Which doughnut has 
      multicolored sprinkles?

Q:  Which item is used to 
      cut items?

Q:  Which step leads to the 
      tub?

Q:  Who is under the 
      umbrella?
A:  Two women.
A:  A child.
A:  An old man.
A:  A husband and a wife.

Q:  When was the picture 
      taken?
A:  During a wedding.
A:  During a bar mitzvah.
A:  During a funeral.
A:  During a Sunday church 
      service.

Q:  What endangered animal 
      is featured on the truck?
A:  A bald eagle.
A:  A sparrow.
A:  A humming bird.
A:  A raven.

Q:  Where will the driver go 
      if turning right?
A:  Onto 24 ¾ Rd.
A:  Onto 25 ¾ Rd.
A:  Onto 23 ¾ Rd.
A:  Onto Main Street.

Q:  Why was the hand of the
      woman over the left
      shoulder of the man?
A:  They were together and
      engaging in affection.
A:  The woman was trying to
      get the man’s attention.
A:  The woman was trying to
      scare the man.
A: The woman was holding
     on to the man for balance.

Q:  How many magnets are 
      on the bottom of the 
      fridge?
A:  5.
A:  2.
A:  3.
A:  4.

Q:  Which pillow is farther
      from the window?

Q:  Which is the small
      computer in the corner?

Figure 2: Examples of multiple-choice QA from the 7W question categories. The first row shows telling questions where the green answer

is the ground-truth, and the red ones are human-generated wrong answers. The what, who and how questions often pertain to recognition

tasks with spatial reasoning. The where, when and why questions usually involve high-level common sense reasoning. The second row

depicts pointing (which) questions where the yellow box is the correct answer and the red boxes are human-generated wrong answers.

These four answers form a multiple-choice test for each question.

image. We accept the QA pairs with at least two positive

votes. We notice varying acceptance rates between cate-

gories, ranging from 92% for what to 63% for why. The

overall acceptance rate is 85.8%.

VQA [1] relied on both human workers and automatic

methods to generate a pool of candidate answers. We find

that human-generated answers produce the best quality; on

the contrary, automatic methods are prone to introducing

candidate answers paraphrasing the ground-truth answers.

For the telling questions, the human workers write three

plausible answers to each question without seeing the im-

age. To ensure the uniqueness of correct answers, we pro-

vide the ground-truth answers to the workers, and instruct

them to write answers of different meanings. For the point-

ing questions, the workers draw three bounding boxes of

other objects in the image, ensuring that these boxes cannot

be taken as the correct answer. We provide examples from

the 7W categories in Fig. 2.

3.2. Collecting Objectlevel Groundings

We collect object-level groundings by linking the object

mentions in the QA pairs to their bounding boxes in the im-

ages. We ask the AMT workers to extract the object men-

tions from the QA pairs and draw boxes on the images. We

collect additional groundings for the multiple choices of the

pointing questions. Duplicate boxes are removed based on

the object names with an Intersection-over-Union threshold

What is the man wearing?
A black shirt.

question ambiguity answer ambiguity

What is the vehicle with ads on it? 
A red bus.

Figure 3: Coreference ambiguity arises when an object mention

has multiple correspondences in an image, and the textual context

is insufficient to tell it apart. The answer to the left question can

be either gray, yellow or black, depending on which man is meant.

In the right example, the generic phrase red bus can refer to both

buses in the image. Thus an algorithm might answer correctly even

if referring to the wrong bus.

of 0.5. In total, we have collected 561,459 object bounding

boxes, on average 12 boxes per image.

The benefits of object-level groundings are three-fold: 1)

it resolves the coreference ambiguity problem between QA

sentences and images; 2) it extends the existing visual QA

setups to accommodate visual answers; and 3) it offers a

means to understand the distribution of objects, shedding

light on the essential knowledge to be acquired for tackling

the QA tasks (see Sec. 4).

We illustrate examples of coreference ambiguity in

Fig. 3. Ambiguity might cause a question to have more than
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Table 1: Comparisons on Existing Visual Question Answering Datasets

# QA # Images AvgQLen AvgALen LongAns TopAns HumanPerf COCO MC Grounding VisualAns

DAQUAR [27] 12,468 1,447 11.5 ± 2.4 1.2 ± 0.5 3.4% 96.4%

Visual Madlibs [49] 56,468 9,688 4.9 ± 2.4 2.8 ± 2.0 47.4% 57.9% X

COCO-QA [36] 117,684 69,172 8.7 ± 2.7 1.0 ± 0 0.0% 100% X

Baidu [7] 316,193 316,193 - - - - X

VQA [1] 614,163 204,721 6.2 ± 2.0 1.1 ± 0.4 3.8% 82.7% X X X

Visual7W (Ours) 327,939 47,300 6.9 ± 2.4 2.0 ± 1.4 27.6% 63.5% X X X X X

one plausible answers at test time, thus complicating evalu-

ation. Our online study shows that, such ambiguity occurs

in 1% of the accepted questions and 7% of the accepted an-

swers. This illustrates a drawback of existing visual QA

setups [1, 7, 27, 36, 49], where in the absence of object-

level groundings the textual questions and answers are only

loosely coupled to the images.

4. Comparison and Analysis

In this section, we analyze our Visual7W dataset col-

lected on COCO images (cf. Table 1, COCO), present its

key features, and provide comparisons of our dataset with

previous work. We summarize important metrics of existing

visual QA datasets in Table 1.1

Advantages of Grounding The unique feature of our Vi-

sual7W dataset is the grounding annotations of all textu-

ally mentioned objects (cf. Table 1, Grounding). In total

we have collected 561,459 object groundings, which en-

ables the new type of visual answers in the form of bound-

ing boxes (cf. Table 1, VisualAns). Examining the object

distribution in the QA pairs sheds light on the focus of the

questions and the essential knowledge to be acquired for an-

swering them. Our object groundings spread across 36,579

categories (distinct object names), thereby exhibiting a long

tail pattern where 85% of the categories have fewer than 5

instances (see Fig. 4). The open-vocabulary annotations of

objects, in contrast with traditional image datasets focusing

on predefined categories and salient objects [25, 38], pro-

vide a broad coverage of objects in the images.

Human-Machine Performance Gap We expect that a

good QA benchmark should exhibit a sufficient perfor-

mance gap between humans and state-of-the-art models,

leaving room for future research to explore. Additionally

a nearly perfect human performance is desired to certify

the quality of its questions. On Visual7W, we conducted

two experiments to measure human performance (cf. Ta-

ble 1, HumanPerf ), as well as examining the percentage of

questions that can be answered without images. Our results

show both strong human performance and a strong interde-

pendency between images and QA pairs. We provide the

1We report the statistics of VQA dataset [1] with its real images and

Visual Madlibs [49] with its filtered hard tasks. The fill-in-the-blank tasks

in Visual Madlibs [49], where the answers are sentence fragments, differ

from other QA tasks, resulting in distinct statistics. We omit some statistics

for Baidu [7] due to its partial release.

Top 20 objects 

man 

trees 

shirt 

wall 

grass 

tree 

woman 

people 

sky 

building 

person 

window 

table 

head 

water 

snow 

hair 

sign 

ground 

wood 

Figure 4: Object distribution in telling and pointing QA. The rank

of an object category is based on its frequency with rank #1 re-

ferring to the most frequent one. The pointing QA pairs cover an

order of magnitude more objects than the telling QA pairs. The

top 20 object categories indicate that the object distribution’s bias

towards persons, daily-life objects and natural entities.

detailed analysis and comparisons with the state-of-the-art

automatic models in Sec. 6.

Table 2: Model and Human Performances on QA Datasets

Model Human ∆

VQA (open-ended) [1] 0.54 0.83 0.29

VQA (multiple-choice) [1] 0.57 0.92 0.35

Facebook bAbI [46] 0.92 ∼1.0 0.08

Ours (telling QA) 0.54 0.96 0.42

Ours (pointing QA) 0.56 0.97 0.41

Table 2 compares Visual7W with VQA [1] and Facebook

bAbI [46], which have reported model and human perfor-

mances. Facebook bAbI [46] is a textual QA dataset claim-

ing that humans can potentially achieve 100% accuracy yet

without explicit experimental proof. For VQA [1], numbers

are reported for both multiple-choice and open-ended evalu-

ation setups. Visual7W features the largest performance gap

(∆), a desirable property for a challenging and long-lasting

evaluation task. At the same time, the nearly perfect human

performance proves high quality of the 7W questions.

QA Diversity The diversity of QA pairs is an important

feature of a good QA dataset as it reflects a broad coverage

of image details, introduces complexity and potentially re-

quires a broad range of skills for solving the questions. To

obtain diverse QA pairs, we decided to rule out binary ques-

tions, contrasting Geman et al.’s proposal [8] and VQA’s

approach [1]. We hypothesize that this encourages workers

to write more complex questions and also prevents inflating

answer baselines with simple yes/no answers.
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whichCNN is the brown bread ?

LSTM

Q:  Which is the brown bread?

softmax

A1:  A2:  A3:  A4:  

CNN

attention terms at
convolutional 

feature maps C(I)

ht-1

Figure 5: Diagram of the recurrent neural network model for

pointing QA. At the encoding stage, the model reads the image

and the question tokens word by word. At each word, it computes

attention terms based on the previous hidden state and the convo-

lutional feature map, deciding which regions to focus on. At the

decoding stage, it computes the log-likelihood of an answer by a

dot product between its transformed visual feature (fc7) and the

last LSTM hidden state.

When examining the richness of QA pairs, the length of

questions and answers (cf. Table 1, AvgQLen, AvgALen) is

a rough indicator for the amount of information and com-

plexity they contain. The overall average question and

answer lengths are 6.9 and 2.0 words respectively. The

pointing questions have the longest average question length.

The telling questions exhibit a long-tail distribution where

51.2%, 21.2%, and 16.6% of their answers have one, two

or three words respectively. Many answers to where and

why questions are phrases and sentences, with an average

of 3 words. In general, our dataset features long answers

where 27.6% of the questions have answers of more than

two words (cf. Table 1, LongAns). In contrast, 89% of an-

swers in VQA [1], 90% of answers in DAQUAR [27] and

all answers in COCO-QA [36] are a single word. We also

capture more long-tail answers as our 1,000 most frequent

answers only account for 63.5% of all our answers (cf. Ta-

ble 1, TopAns). Finally we provide human created multiple-

choices for evaluation (cf. Table 1, MC).

5. Attention-based Model for Grounded QA

The visual QA tasks are visually grounded, as local im-

age regions are pertinent to answering questions in many

cases. For instance, in the first pointing QA example of

Fig. 2 the regions of the window and the pillows reveal the

answer, while other regions are irrelevant to the question.

We capture this intuition by introducing a spatial attention

mechanism similar to the model for image captioning [47].

5.1. Recurrent QA Models with Spatial Attention

LSTM models [11] have achieved state-of-the-art results

in several sequence processing tasks [5, 13, 41]. They have

also been used to tackle visual QA tasks [1, 7, 28]. These

models represent images by their global features, lacking a

mechanism to understand local image regions. We add spa-

tial attention [10, 47] to the standard LSTM model for visual

QA, illustrated in Fig. 5. We consider QA as a two-stage

process [7, 28]. At the encoding stage, the model memo-

rizes the image and the question into a hidden state vector

(the gray box in Fig. 5). At the decoding stage, the model

selects an answer from the multiple choices based on its

memory (the softmax layer in Fig. 5). We use the same en-

coder structure for all visual QA tasks but different decoders

for the telling and pointing QA tasks. Given an image I and

a question Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm), we learn the embeddings

of the image and the word tokens as follow:

v0 = Wi[F (I)] + bi (1)

vi = Ww[OH(ti)], i = 1, . . . ,m (2)

where F (·) transforms an image I from pixel space to a

4096-dimensional feature representation. We extract the

activations from the last fully connected layer (fc7) of a

pre-trained CNN model VGG-16 [39]. OH(·) transforms

a word token to its one-hot representation, an indicator col-

umn vector where there is a single one at the index of the

token in the word vocabulary. The Wi matrix transforms the

4096-dimensional image features into the di-dimensional

embedding space v0, and the Ww transforms the one-hot

vectors into the dw-dimensional embedding space vi. We

set di and dw to the same value of 512. Thus, we take the

image as the first input token. These embedding vectors

v0,1,...,m are fed into the LSTM model one by one. The

update rules of our LSTM model can be defined as follow:

it = σ(Wvivt +Whiht−1 +Wrirt + bi) (3)

ft = σ(Wvfvt +Whfht−1 +Wrfrt + bf ) (4)

ot = σ(Wvovt +Whoht−1 +Wrort + bo) (5)

gt = φ(Wvgvt +Whght−1 +Wrgrt + bg) (6)

ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ gt (7)

ht = ot ⊙ φ(ct) (8)

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, φ(·) is the tanh function,

and ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication operator. The at-

tention mechanism is introduced by the term rt, which is

a weighted average of convolutional features that depends

upon the previous hidden state and the convolutional fea-

tures. The exact formulation is as follows:

et = wT
a tanh(Wheht−1 +WceC(I)) + ba (9)

at = softmax(et) (10)

rt = aTt C(I) (11)
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Figure 6: Response time of human subjects on the telling QA

tasks. The boxes go from the first quartile to the third quartile

of the response time values. The bars in the centers of the boxes

indicate the median response time of each category.

where C(I) returns the 14 × 14 512-dimensional convo-

lutional feature maps of image I from the fourth convolu-

tional layer from the same VGG-16 model [39]. The atten-

tion term at is a 196-dimensional unit vector, deciding the

contribution of each convolutional feature at the t-th step.

The standard LSTM model can be considered as a special

case with each element in at set uniformly. Wi, bi, Ww and

all the W s and bs in the LSTM model and attention terms

are learnable parameters.

5.2. Learning and Inference

The model first reads the image v0 and all the question

tokens vq1 , vq2 , . . . , vqm until reaching the question mark

(i.e., end token of the question sequence). When training

for telling QA, we continue to feed the ground-truth answer

tokens va1
, va2

, . . . , van
into the model. For pointing QA,

we compute the log-likelihood of an candidate region by

a dot product between its transformed visual feature (fc7)

and the last LSTM hidden state (see Fig. 5). We use cross-

entropy loss to train the model parameters with backpropa-

gation. During testing, we select the candidate answer with

the largest log-likelihood. We set the hyperparameters us-

ing the validation set. The dimensions of the LSTM gates

and memory cells are 512 in all the experiments. The model

is trained with Adam update rule [18], mini-batch size 128,

and a global learning rate of 10−4.

6. Experiments

We evaluate the human and model performances on the

QA tasks. We report a reasonably challenging performance

delta leaving sufficient room for future research to explore.

6.1. Experiment Setups

As the 7W QA tasks have been formulated in a multiple-

choice format, we use the same procedure to evaluate hu-

man and model performances. At test time, the input is an

image and a natural language question, followed by four

multiple choices. In telling QA, the multiple choices are

written in natural language; whereas, in pointing QA, each

multiple choice corresponds to an image region. We say

the model is correct on a question if it picks the correct an-

swer among the candidates. Accuracy is used to measure

the performance. An alternative method to evaluate telling

QA is to let the model predict open-ended text outputs [1].

This approach works well on short answers; however, it per-

forms poorly on long answers, where there are many ways

of paraphrasing the same meaning. We make the training,

validation and test splits, each with 50%, 20%, 30% of the

pairs respectively. The numbers are reported on the test set.

6.2. 7W QA Experiments

6.2.1 Human Experiments on 7W QA

We evaluate human performances on the multiple-choice

7W QA. We want to measure in these experiments 1) how

well humans can perform in the visual QA task and 2)

whether humans can use common sense to answer questions

without seeing the images.

We conduct two sets of human experiments. In the first

experiment (Question), a group of five AMT workers are

asked to guess the best possible answers from the multi-

ple choices without seeing the images. In the second ex-

periment (Question + Image), we have a different group of

five workers to answer the same questions given the images.

The first block in Table 3 reports the human performances

on these experiments. We measure the mean accuracy over

the QA pairs where we take the majority votes among the

five human responses. Even without the images, humans

manage to guess the most plausible answers in some cases.

Human subjects achieve 35.3% accuracy, 10% higher than

chance. The human performance without images is remark-

ably high (43.9%) for the why questions, indicating that

many why questions encode a fair amount of common sense

that humans are able to infer without visual cue. However,

images are important in the majority of the questions. Hu-

man performance is significantly improved when the im-

ages are provided. Overall, humans achieve a high accuracy

of 96.6% on the 7W QA tasks.

Fig. 6 shows the box plots of response time of the hu-

man subjects for telling QA. Human subjects spend double

the time to respond when the images are displayed. In ad-

dition, why questions take a longer average response time

compared to the other five question types. Human sub-

jects spend an average of 9.3 seconds on pointing questions.

However, that experiment was conducted in a different user

interface, where workers click on the answer boxes in the

image. Thus, the response time is not comparable with the

telling QA tasks. Interestingly, longer response time does

not imply higher performance. Human subjects spend more
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Table 3: Human and model performances in the multiple-choice 7W QA tasks (in accuracy)

Method
Telling Pointing

Overall
What Where When Who Why How Which

Human (Question) 0.356 0.322 0.393 0.342 0.439 0.337 - 0.353

Human (Question + Image) 0.965 0.957 0.944 0.965 0.927 0.942 0.973 0.966

Logistic Regression (Question) 0.420 0.375 0.666 0.510 0.354 0.458 0.354 0.383

Logistic Regression (Image) 0.408 0.426 0.438 0.415 0.337 0.303 0.256 0.305

Logistic Regression (Question + Image) 0.429 0.454 0.621 0.501 0.343 0.356 0.307 0.352

LSTM (Question) 0.430 0.414 0.693 0.538 0.491 0.484 - 0.462

LSTM (Image) 0.422 0.497 0.660 0.523 0.475 0.468 0.299 0.359

LSTM (Question + Image) [28] 0.489 0.544 0.713 0.581 0.513 0.503 0.521 0.521

Ours, LSTM-Att (Question + Image) 0.515 0.570 0.750 0.595 0.555 0.498 0.561 0.556

Q: Who is behind the
     batter?
A: Catcher.
A: Umpire.
A: Fans.
A: Ball girl.

Q: What adorns the
     tops of the post?
A: Gulls.
A: An eagle.
A: A crown.
A: A pretty sign.

Q: How many cameras  
     are in the photo?
A: One.
A: Two.
A: Three.
A: Four.

Q: Why is there rope?

A: To tie up the boats.
A: To tie up horses.
A: To hang people.
A: To hit tether balls.

Q: What kind of   
     animal is shown?
A: Teddy Bear.
A: Monkey.
A: Tiger.
A: Bunny rabbit.

Q: What animal is being  
     petted?
A: A sheep.
A: Goat.
A: Alpaca.
A: Pig.

H:  Catcher. ✓
M:  Umpire.  ✗

H:  Gulls.  ✓
M:  Gulls.  ✓

H:  Three. ✗
M:  One. ✓

H:  To hit tether balls. ✗
M:  To hang people. ✗

H:  Monkey. ✗
M:  Teddy Bear.  ✓

H:  A sheep. ✓
M:  A sheep. ✓

H:  Catcher. ✓
M:  Catcher. ✓

H:  Gulls.  ✓
M:  A crown. ✗

H:  One. ✓
M:  One. ✓

H:  To tie up the boats. ✓
M:  To hang people. ✗

H:  Teddy Bear.  ✓
M:  Teddy Bear.  ✓

H:  Goat. ✗
M:  A sheep. ✓
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Figure 7: Qualitative results of human subjects and the state-of-the-art model (LSTM-Att) on multiple-choice QAs. We illustrate the

prediction results of six multiple-choice QAs, with and without images. The green answer corresponds to the correct answer to each

question, and the rest three are wrong answer candidates. We take the majority votes of five human subjects as the human predictions (H)

and the top predictions from the model (M). The correct predictions are indicated by check marks.

time on questions with lower accuracy. The Pearson cor-

relation coefficient between the average response time and

the average accuracy is −0.135, indicating a weak negative

correlation between the response time and human accuracy.

6.2.2 Model Experiments on 7W QA

Having examined human performance, our next question is

how well the state-of-the-art models can perform in the 7W

QA task. We evaluate automatic models on the 7W QA

tasks in three sets of experiments: without images (Ques-

tion), without questions (Image) and with images (Question

+ Image). In the experiments without images (questions),

we zero out the image (questions) features. We briefly de-

scribe the three models we used in the experiments:

Logistic Regression A logistic regression model that pre-

dicts the answer from a concatenation of image fc7 feature

and question feature. The questions are represented by 200-

dimensional averaged word embeddings from a pre-trained

model [29]. For telling QA, we take the top-5000 most fre-

quent answers (79.2% of the training set answers) as the

class labels. At test time, we select the top-scoring answer

candidate. For pointing QA, we perform k-means to cluster

training set regions by fc7 features into 5000 clusters, used

as class labels. At test time, we select the answer candidate

closest to the centroid of the predicted cluster.

LSTM The LSTM model in Malinowski and Fritz [28]

for visual QA with no attention modeling, which can be

considered as a simplified version of our full model with

the attention terms set to be uniform.

LSTM-Att Our LSTM model with spatial attention intro-

duced in Sec. 5, where the attention terms in Eq. (10) deter-

mines which region to focus on at each step.

We report the results in Table 3. All the baseline mod-

els surpass the chance performance (25%). The logistic re-

gression baseline yields the best performance when only

the question features are provided. Having the global im-

age features hurts its performance, indicating the impor-

tance of understanding local image regions rather than a

holistic representation. Interestingly, the LSTM perfor-

mance (46.2%) significantly outperforms human perfor-
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A cat.
Why is the person holding a knife?
To cut the cake with.

What kind of animal is in the photo?

At the top.
Where are the carrots?

Three.
How many people are there?

cat

cake

A B

C D

Figure 8: Object groundings and attention heat maps. We visu-

alize the attention heat maps (with Gaussian blur) on the images.

The brighter regions indicate larger attention terms, i.e., where the

model focuses. The bounding boxes show the object-level ground-

ings of the objects mentioned in the answers.

mance (35.3%) when the images are not present. Human

subjects are not trained before answering the questions;

however, the LSTM model manages to learn the priors of

answers from the training set. In addition, both the ques-

tions and image content contribute to better results. The

Question + Image baseline shows large improvement on

overall accuracy (52.1%) than the ones when either the

question or the image is absent. Finally, our attention-based

LSTM model (LSTM-Att) outperforms other baselines on

all question types, except the how category, achieving the

best model performance of 55.6%.

We show qualitative results of human experiments and

the LSTM models on the telling QA task in Fig. 7. Hu-

man subjects fail to tell a sheep apart from a goat in the last

example, whereas the LSTM model gives the correct an-

swer. Yet humans successfully answer the fourth why ques-

tion when seeing the image, where the LSTM model fails in

both cases.

The object groundings help us analyzing the behavior

of the attention-based model. First, we examine where the

model focuses by visualizing the attention terms of Eq. (10).

The attention terms vary as the model reads the QA words

one by one. We perform max pooling along time to find

the maximum attention weight on each of the 14×14 image

grid, producing an attention heat map. We see if the model

attends to the mentioned objects. The answer object boxes

occupy an average of 12% of image area; while the peak of

the attention heat map resides in answer object boxes 24%

of the time. That indicates a tendency for the model to at-

tend to the answer-related regions. We visualize the atten-

Figure 9: Impact of object category frequency on the model accu-

racy in the pointing QA task. The x-axis shows the upper bound

object category frequency of each bin. The y-axis shows the mean

accuracy within each bin. The accuracy increases gradually as the

model sees more instances from the same category. Meanwhile,

the model manages to handle infrequent categories by transferring

knowledge from larger categories.

tion heat maps on some example QA pairs in Fig. 8. The

top two examples show QA pairs with answers containing

an object. The peaks of the attention heat maps reside in the

bounding boxes of the target objects. The bottom two ex-

amples show QA pairs with answers containing no object.

The attention heat maps are scattered around the image grid.

For instance, the model attends to the four corners and the

borders of the image to look for the carrots in Fig. 8(c).

Furthermore, we use object groundings to examine the

model’s behavior on the pointing QA. Fig. 9 shows the im-

pact of object category frequency on the QA accuracy. We

divide the object categories into different bins based on their

frequencies (by power of 2) in the training set. We com-

pute the mean accuracy over the test set QA pairs within

each bin. We observe increased accuracy for categories

with more object instances. However, the model is able to

transfer knowledge from common categories to rare ones,

generating an adequate performance (over 50%) on object

categories with only a few instances.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose to leverage the visually

grounded 7W questions to facilitate a deeper understand-

ing of images beyond recognizing objects. Previous visual

QA works lack a tight semantic link between textual de-

scriptions and image regions. We link the object mentions

to their bounding boxes in the images. Object grounding

allows us to resolve coreference ambiguity, understand ob-

ject distributions, and evaluate on a new type of visually

grounded QA. We propose an attention-based LSTM model

to achieve the state-of-the-art performance on the QA tasks.

Future research directions include exploring ways of utiliz-

ing common sense knowledge to improve the model’s per-

formance on QA tasks that require complex reasoning.
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